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When humans respond to sensory stimulation, their reaction times tend to be long and
variable relative to neural transduction and transmission times. The neural processes

responsible for the duration and variability of reaction times are not understood. Single-
cell recordings in a motor area of the cerebral cortex in behaving rhesus monkeys
(Macaca mulatta) were used to evaluate two alternative mathematical models of the
processes that underlie reaction times. Movements were initiated if and only if the neural
activity reached a specific and constant threshold activation level. Stochastic variability
in the rate at which neural activity grew toward that threshold resulted in the distribution
of reaction times. This finding elucidates a specific link between motor behavior and
activation of neurons in the cerebral cortex.

A major goal of cognitive neuroscience is
to develop linking propositions state-

ments that explain behavior and the asso-

ciated mental processes in terms of brain
function. Since Helmholtz's demonstration
(1) that behavioral reaction times, which
measure the duration of mental processes,

were long and variable rather than instan-
taneous, experimental psychologists have
characterized reaction times and developed
sophisticated models of possible underlying
processes. Concurrently, neuroscientists
have identified brain circuits that are in-
volved in movement generation (2, 3).
However, few studies have integrated both
paradigms to directly investigate mecha-
nisms that regulate initiation of voluntary
movements. It seems clear that a simple
summation of sensory and motor transduc-
tion delays and conduction times in the
nervous system cannot account for the du-
ration and variability of reaction times. Ev-
idently, decision processes intervene.

Mathematical models of the decision and
response preparation processes that lead to
movement initiation have been proposed.
One general class of models, known as accu-

mulator models, seems most amenable to

physiological evaluation. In accumulator
models, a response is triggered when a signal
that represents the decision process, which is
referred to as the activation function, grows

over time to reach a threshold level. Differ-
ent sources responsible for the duration and
variability of reaction times have been pro-

posed by two alternative models: a variable
rate model (4) and a variable threshold mod-
el (5) (Fig. 1). Although both models have
been used to describe performance in reac-

tion-time tasks, neurophysiological ap-

proaches that test and refine such models are

essential for understanding the neural basis

of movement initiation.

We compared the physiological merits of
the variable rate and variable threshold
models of reaction time in macaques by
monitoring the activity of single cells in the
frontal eye field (FEF), an area in the fron-
tal cortex that plays a central role in pro-

duction of voluntary eye movements (6).
This investigation focused on the activity of
neurons that exhibit increased activity spe-

cifically related to saccade production (3,
7). For each recording session, we posi-
tioned a microelectrode in the FEF of a

rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta) (8). For
each neuron, the range of saccades associ-

ated with the largest activation, the move-

ment field, was determined by presenting a

saccade target at different locations. Mon-
keys then performed a countermanding task
that manipulates the ability to inhibit a

movement at different stages of preparation
(Fig. 2) (9). We analyzed the growth of
movement-related activity of FEF neurons

during trials with different reaction times to

test the merits of the two models (10). To
represent the form of the accumulating sig-
nal, we derived a particular activation func-
tion from the trains of action potentials
(11).
We recorded from two M. mulatta a total

of 118 cells, 25 of which exhibited move-

ment-related activity and provided suffi-
cient data in the necessary trial conditions
to be included in this report. The response

of a representative FEF movement cell is
shown during 150 no-signal trials when the
saccade target was in the movement field of
the cell (Fig. 3A). The activity of the cell
began to increase -100 ms before saccade
initiation and peaked shortly after saccade
initiation.

Specific measures of movement-related
neural activity were required to evaluate
the predictions of the two models. The first
prediction involved whether the trigger
threshold varied with reaction time. We
tested this prediction by measuring the lev-
el of the neural activation function at the
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function is low, longer reaction times occur. The activation function for this model is a linear function of
time. The characteristic long tail of the reaction time distributions arises from the relation of the slope of
the linear activation function to the constant threshold. In the variable threshold model (B), the activation
function does not vary, but the movement trigger threshold varies across trials in a Gaussian fashion, as

indicated by the Gaussian distribution on the ordinate. Short reaction times occur when the trigger
threshold activation is low; as the threshold activation increases, longer reaction times occur. The
activation function for this model is a decelerating exponential function; a function of this form is needed
in this model to generate the skewed reaction-time distributions. The form of the predicted threshold
activation levels (C) and rates of growth of the activation function (D) as a function of reaction times are

shown for the variable rate (solid circles, solid line) and the variable threshold (open circles, dashed line)
models. The three points plot the values indicated by arrows in (A) and (B).
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time the presumed threshold that triggers
the movement was crossed. On the basis of
electrophysiological studies of the FEF, we
estimate that measurements of neural activ-
ity 10 to 20 ms before saccade initiation are
an accurate index of the level of trigger
threshold activation (12). We defined the
threshold activation as the average level of

the activation function 10 to 20 nr
movement initiation. We compo
threshold activation across group
signal trials with different reactio
The activity of the representat
movement cell in trials with sho
longer reaction times is shown in
and C. The threshold activation

Fig. 2. Countermanding task. Dotted circle indicates the No-signal trials
focus of gaze. All trials began with the presentation of a ion time
central fixation spot. After fixation of this spot for a vari-
able interval (250 to 350 ms), a target appeared at one of
two locations, either in the movement field of the cell or in :
the opposite hemifield. Simultaneously, the fixation spot
disappeared, signaling the monkey to generate a sac-
cade to the target. On 25%, 33%, or 50% of the trials
after a delay, referred to as the stop-signal delay, the Stop-signal trials Sign
fixation spot reappeared, instructing the monkey to inhibit
movement initiation. During the trials in which the stop Stop-signal delay
signal was not presented (no-signal trials), monkeys were Li
rewarded for generating a single saccade to the periph-
eral target within 700 ms. During stop-signal trials, mon- ... Signa
keys were rewarded for maintaining fixation on the central
spot for 700 ms (signal-inhibit trials). If the monkeys did
generate a saccade to the peripheral target (signal-re-
spond trials), no reward was given. Four stop-signal de-
lays were used so that, at the shortest stop-signal delay,
monkeys inhibited the movement in more than 85% of the stop-signal trials; at the longE
monkeys inhibited the movement in fewer than 15% of the stop-signal trials.
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the same 10 reaction time bins is shown. The statistically significant linear regression is indic

as before group of trials with short reaction times (99
ared the spikes/s) was essentially the same as the
s of no- threshold activation for the group of trials
n times. with long reaction times (97 spikes/s). To
ive FEF increase the statistical power of the analysis,
rter and we divided the trials (Fig. 3A) into 10
Fig. 3, B reaction time groups (Fig. 3D) (13). The
for the threshold activation for these 10 groups of

trials ranged from 91 to 105 spikes/s with an
average (+SEM) of 97 ± 3.0 spikes/s. A
linear regression analysis indicated no rela-
tion between the threshold activation and
reaction time (P > 0.05) for this cell. No
change in threshold activation with reac-
tion time was observed in 23 of 25 cells.
This result is consistent with the variable
rate but not the variable threshold model.

al inhibit The second prediction of both models
involved the rate of growth of the activa-

. . tion function. To determine whether the
rate of growth of activity varied with reac-
tion time, it was necessary to identify when

I respond the activation function began to grow,
which we accomplished by a Poisson spike
train analysis (14). A linear regression was
then fit to the activation function from the
defined onset of activity to 15 ms before

est delay, saccade initiation. The rate of growth of the
movement-related activity, that is, the ac-
celeration of action potential production,
was defined as the slope of the least squares
best-fit line. For the activation functions,
the slopes of the best-fit lines were 1.4
spikes/s2 (coefficient of determination r2 =
0.98) and 0.64 spikes/s2 (r2 = 0.97), respec-
tively (Fig. 3, B and C). The rate of growth
of the activation function is plotted against
reaction time (Fig. 3E) for the 10 reaction
time groups shown in Fig. 3D. The rates of
growth ranged from 1.8 to 0.6 spikes/s2
(minimum r2 = 0.87, maximum r2 = 0.99)
with an average of 1.25 + 0.10 spikes/s2
(15). A linear regression analysis indicated
that the rate of growth of the activation
function for this cell decreased significantly
with increasing reaction time [F(9) =
24.42, P < 0.01]. In 22 of 25 cells, the rate
of growth of the activation function de-
clined significantly with increasing reaction

320 time (P < 0.01). This result is consistent
IS) with the variable rate but not the variable
related to threshold model.
-signal tri- The countermanding task provides an
tion times experimental test of the validity of the con-
)m 300 to stant trigger threshold attribute of the vari-
s the time able rate model. If a critical trigger thresh-
a initiation old activation must be crossed to initiate a
ty record- movement, then the level of activity mea-
Aicate the sured in successfully inhibited trials, that is,
T(rC)lsTahre signal-inhibit trials, should not exceed the
3) and (C) threshold activation level measured during
(shaded no-signal trials, because a saccade was not

nst mean initiated. To undertake this analysis, it is
nction for necessary to obtain a measure of neural
ated. activation in signal-inhibit trials to com-
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pare with the threshold activation mea-
sured in no-signal trials. However, by defi-
nition, neural activity could not be mea-
sured with respect to a movement in signal-
inhibit trials. The most conservative
alternative was to measure the peak neural
activation in signal-inhibit trials. Thus, the
maximum level of activity that occurred in
each signal-inhibit trial was identified dur-
ing an interval delimited by the shortest
and the longest no-signal reaction times
obtained for that cell. Then the average
neural activation was measured in a 10-ms
interval extending from 5 ms before to 5 ms
after the peak. A ratio was calculated for
each cell by dividing the average peak ac-
tivation level during signal-inhibit trials by
the threshold activation during no-signal
trials. In 19 of 25 cells, the neural activity
in trials when monkeys withheld a move-
ment was significantly less likely to reach
the trigger threshold level than in trials
when the monkey executed the movement
(t test, P < 0.05, minimum ratio = 0.40,
maximum ratio = 1.40, mode = 0.75,
mean = 0.80). This result is a necessary
condition for the constant threshold at-
tribute of the variable rate model and is
consistent with event-related potentials re-
corded in humans (16).
An important test of the variable rate

model is to determine whether the quanti-
tative variation in the rate of growth of the
physiologically measured activation func-
tions could account for the range of reac-
tion times generated by the monkeys. The
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Fig. 4. Probability densities of 95 (A) and 47 (B)
observed reaction times while recording from two
FEF cells with movement-related activity (open
bins, solid lines) on which are superimposed 5000
simulated reaction times (shaded bins, dotted
lines).

distribution of the behavioral reaction
times collected while recording from each
individual FEF cell was compared with a
distribution of reaction times generated by a
computer simulation run with parameters
derived from the activity of that cell. The
parameters used for each simulation of a
linear accumulator with a constant thresh-
old were derived from the average threshold
activation level and the rates of growth of
premovement activation obtained from
each neuron individually (17). A distribu-
tion of simulated reaction times was gener-
ated to compare with the behavioral reac-
tion times measured while recording from
each cell. The simulated distribution of re-
action times was often indistinguishable
from the observed distribution of reaction
times (Fig. 4A). Overall, the simulated re-
action time density function based on the
physiological data from 9 of 22 cells did not
differ in shape or central tendency from the
reaction time density function generated by
the monkeys (X2 test, P > 0.05). The dis-
tribution of reaction times generated by the
monkeys while we were recording from
many cells was multimodal, possibly be-
cause of the limited number of trials (<50).
In these cases, the shapes but not the mean
values of the simulated and observed reac-
tion time density functions were different
(X2 test, P < 0.05) (Fig. 4B). Overall, the
means of the simulated reaction times were
not different from the means of the reaction
times generated by the monkey during our
collection of data from 17 of 22 cells. Ex-
cluding one outlier 17.2 SD from the grand
mean, we found the average difference be-
tween the means of the simulated reaction
times and the means of the observed reac-
tion times was 1.5 + 1.8 ms, which was not
different from 0 [t(20) = 0.96]. Thus, by
using parameters derived directly from mea-
sures of the activity of individual neurons,
we could predict the distributions of the
reaction times generated by the monkey in
these experimental conditions.

This work demonstrates that the irre-
ducible variability of the timing of volun-
tary movements is a consequence of a
particular form of stochastic variability in
neural circuits. We speculate that dysfunc-
tional growth of movement-related activ-
ity may be a basis for the impaired control
of action associated with neurologic and
mental disorders. Further work is needed
to determine whether, before each move-
ment, the growth of activation is correlat-
ed within and across the numerous corti-
cal and subcortical centers involved in
movement production. Also, continued
efforts combining psychology and neuro-
science hopefully will provide insight into
whether the random variability of neural
activity responsible for producing move-

ments is unpreventable biological noise or
a desirable adaptation necessary for flexi-
ble behavior.
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Preferential Formation of Benzo[a]pyrene
Adducts at Lung Cancer Mutational

Hotspots in P53
Mikhail F. Denissenko, Annie Pao, Moon-shong Tang,*

Gerd P. Pfeifer*

Cigarette smoke carcinogens such as benzo[a]pyrene are implicated in the development
of lung cancer. The distribution of benzo[a]pyrene diol epoxide (BPDE) adducts along
exons of the P53 gene in BPDE-treated HeLa cells and bronchial epithelial cells was
mapped at nucleotide resolution. Strong and selective adduct formation occurred at
guanine positions in codons 157, 248, and 273. These same positions are the major
mutational hotspots in human lung cancers. Thus, targeted adduct formation rather than
phenotypic selection appears to shape the P53 mutational spectrum in lung cancer.
These results provide a direct etiological link between a defined chemical carcinogen and
human cancer.

Lung cancer is currently the leading cause
of cancer death in the United States and is
also the most common type of tumor world-
wide. Tobacco smoking is the single most
important risk factor for lung cancer. Among
the many components of cigarette smoke,
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are strong-
ly implicated as causative agents in the de-
velopment of these cancers (1). Benzo-
[a]pyrene, which occurs in amounts of 20 to
40 ng per cigarette, is by far the best studied
of these compounds and is one of the most
potent mutagens and carcinogens known.
The compound requires metabolic activa-
tion to become the ultimate carcinogenic
metabolite, BPDE [(_+)-anti-73,8ot-dihy-
droxy-9x, 1 0o-epoxy-7,8,9,1 0-tetrahydro-
benzo[a]pyrenel, which binds to DNA and
forms predominantly covalent (+) trans ad-
ducts at the N2 position of guanine (2).

About 60% of human lung cancers con-
tain mutations in the P53 tumor suppressor
gene (3). The P53 mutation database (4)
includes more than 500 entries of se-
quenced P53 mutations for lung cancer.
There is a large percentage of G to T trans-
version mutations in these tumors. Such
mutations are hallmarks of mutagenesis in-
volving certain types of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, including BPDE (5), but
they can also be induced by other agents,
including oxidative DNA damage (6). The
distribution of mutations along the P53
gene in lung cancer is nonrandom but rath-
er is characterized by several mutational
hotspots, in particular, at codons 157, 248,
and 273 (Fig. 1), which correspond to ami-
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no acids within the DNA binding domain
of p53. Codon 157 is a mutational hotspot
specific for lung cancer and does not occur
as a hotspot in any other cancer, but the
other two codons are affected in many dif-
ferent tumor types (3, 7). The majority of
lung cancer mutations at these three codon
positions are G to T transversions (4).

To investigate the relation between
BPDE adduct formation and P53 mutations,
we mapped the distribution of BPDE ad-
ducts along the P53 gene using a modifica-
tion of the ligation-mediated polymerase
chain reaction (LMPCR) (8). HeLa cells
were treated with various concentrations of
BPDE (9), and DNA was isolated and
cleaved at the sites of modified bases with
the UvrABC nuclease complex from Esch-
erichia coli (10). UvrABC makes a dual in-
cision 5' and 3' to the adducted base, and
the 3' incision occurs specifically at the
fourth nucleotide position 3' to a BPDE
adduct ( 1). These break positions can then
be visualized by LMPCR in which P53-
specific oligonucleotide primers were used
(12, 13). Figure 2A shows an analysis of the
upper (nontranscribed) DNA strand of
exon 5. One of the strongest BPDE-derived
signals along the exon is seen at codon 157,
which is one of the major mutational hot-
spots in lung cancer. In exon 7, the two
guanine positions within the frequently mu-
tated codon 248 are the preferred targets for
BPDE adduct formation (Fig. 2B). The
same is true for exon 8, where the strongest
signal corresponds to a BPDE adduct at the
guanine within the mutational hotspot
codon 273 (Fig. 2C).

To analyze a cell type that is more rep-
resentative of the target cell population
during lung tissue transformation, we per-
formed similar experiments with normal
human bronchial epithelial cells (14). The
BPDE adduct patterns were generally simi-
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